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Small quarto blank book. Half leather and marbled paper boards with gilt titles stamped on a morocco label on
the front board. Tears on the spine with taped repairs, foxing on the endpapers, a loose page, and worn edges thus
good only. A handwritten genealogy of the Blackfan family of Pennsylvania, relatives of William Penn, throughout
the 1700s. The content is written over 35 hand numbered pages and appears to have been written in the earyor-mid 1800s with all the sources, historical records, first person accounts in letters, and books cited and quoted
throughout. After a brief history of the state of Pennsylvania and the colonists that came there to leave the “tyrannic
power of the despots of Europe,” the narrative leads to Edward Blackfan, “who is said by family tradition to have
been a cousin of William Penn.” The Blackfans were early converts to Quakerism in England and were active in
social reform. By the 1600s the Blackfans had immigrated to the Colonies, specifically Pennsylvania as seen through
the transcribed minutes from Philadelphia council meetings where Penn is mentioned numerous times.

The latter half of the book is a sort of family tree in list form with a small biography of each member of the family,
including William Penn. Penn’s entry is found on page 34 and reads, “William Penn was born on the 14th of
October 1644 and married Gulielma Maria daughter of the late Sir William Springett of Darling Sussex in the
year 1672... Gulielma Maria Penn died on the 3rd of the 12th month 1696 in the fiftieth year of her age and in
the Spring of 1696 William married Hannah daughter of Thomas Callowhill a merchant of Bristol and in about 5
weeks after his oldest son died of Pulmonary consumption.” The Genealogy ends with Penn’s death in 1718.
An extensive handwritten account of the Blackfan family and it’s ties to William Penn. [BTC#399318]

